CIRCULAR

Sher-e-Kashmir University of Agricultural Sciences and Technology of Jammu in association with Rajiv Gandhi National Institute of Intellectual Property Management (RGNIPM) Government of India, Nagpur (Under National Intellectual Property Awareness Mission) is organizing an **Online Workshop on “Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Patents and Design filing”** on 13th July, 2022 from 3.00 to 4.00 p.m. The workshop link will be sent only to the registered participants who will also be provided the certificates of participation. The interested students and faculty members can register for the said online workshop using the link: https://forms.gle/2XnJ94YMHKjGKGWk8 by 11.7.2022.
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Copy to:-

- Director Extension, SKUAST-Jammu for information and with a request to circulate the same in different KVKs of the university.
- Director Research, SKUAST-Jammu for information and with a request to circulate the same in different research stations of the university.
- Dean FoA, Dean FVSc & AH and Dean, FBSc for information and with a request to circulate the same among the Divisions and students under their control.
- Dean Student Welfare, SKUAST-Jammu for information.
- Dr. R.K. Salgotra, Coordinator, School of Biotechnology for information.
- Dr. Manish Sharma, Prof. & Head, Division of Statistics & Computer Science for information.
- Dr. Kamal Sharma, Laison Officer, FVSc & AH, Counselling and Placement Cell, SKUAST-Jammu for information and necessary action.
- I/C Data Centre, for uploading on the University website.
- SVC for kind information of Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor.
- Notice Board